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I have found myself arguing in lectures that the evaluation of machine translation (MT) 
is more developed than MT itself. The point of this remark is to bring home that there 
were, and are, many radically different theories of MT but, given an MT system, and a 
substantial quantity of output from it, by whatever method it was produced, there is a range 
of pretty well-established techniques with which to evaluate it. Since radical disagreement 
on method is often a measure of the scientific immaturity of a field, the original lecture 
comment follows, whether or not it succeeds in waking any student up. 
MT is the oldest part of natural language processing (NLP), one which still functions 
and still has strong commercial implications; it reaches back to the common history of AI 
and NLP, when Prolog was developed in France to do MT. Constant evaluation, often in 
hostile situations, sometimes following upon excessively optimistic proposals and funding, 
has been integral to its progress and credibility. But the recent dominance of NLP by 
issues related to evaluation has a different and more recent source. It dates from the major 
ARPA programs of the 1980s: speech recognition (including ATIS), information retrieval 
(TREC), message understanding (alias Information Extraction or IE) (MUCK, MUC 
and TIPSTER), and in the 1990s MT itself again. There have been related, unofficial, 
competitive evaluations for part-of-speech tagging, Parseval (for syntactic parsing) and 
most recently, in 1998, Senseval for word-sense tagging of text. These programs have 
made substantial use of machine learning techniques, based on a markup-train-model- test 
paradigm and, although the ARPA competitions have been essentially open to all comers, 
ARPA funding recipients understood that entry was expected. 
Some of the evaluations involved domain-based tasks, plausibly close to those in the real 
world (e.g., the ARPA ATIS task for speech recognition within a full airline reservation 
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domain, with associated dialogue and knowledge bases). Others, like syntactic parsing, 
were of isolated NLP modules, about whose ultimate usefulness there was no general 
agreement: many of the MUC IE systems did not have a linguistic parsing module at all 
but worked with a general form of pattern recognition over surface language forms. 
Within some evaluation regimes, the ARPA slogan of “Don’t worry about your initial 
figures, just benchmark and improve from there” produced absurd situations, where 
evaluation deadlines were set at or near the start of a contract, which encouraged 
researchers to cobble together any old system at all at the start so as to meet such deadlines. 
It was not always possible to get off the evaluation treadmill later and design or restructure 
the original ad hoc assembly-it was just optimized upwards and some were amazed how 
far it sometimes went. But there was a general feeling around that this was not the way to 
get a well-designed well-motivated state of the art system. It was a way of doing research, 
wholly driven by evaluations in that period. that assumed that this method had worked well 
for speech and must therefore work for NLP: only this methodology, many assumed, would 
drag NLP away from the toy systems with tiny vocabularies that were believed to be the 
bad part of its inheritance from Al. 
This regime also produced a degree of fragility due to classic inbreeding of systems, 
encouraged by the very good ARPA requirement that all tools and resources developed 
should be shared among competing groups. This made it hard, and for a different reason, 
to redesign or rethink a system for any task; another evaluation was always coming and 
the differences in methods, tools, and resources available to the competing groups were 
very small. It was this that almost certainly led to the successes of non-American groups 
entering the competitions for the first time: the speech system from Cambridge, England, 
and the fact that two of the five tasks in MUC7 were won by British groups. They were, 
in effect, exogamic entrants to an inbred tribe-a situation that often gives short-term 
advantage. All this must been seen against a background of extraordinary improvement 
at a range of NLP tasks over the last decade: some real, objective, tasks like MT and IE, 
some defined only linguistically. like parsing and part-of-speech and sense tagging. 
It was this scenario that caused the non-ARPA part of the NLP universe, especially the 
European Commission (EC), to become hostile to all organised NLP evaluation; they saw 
only the duplication of effort and funding, and failed to see the gains and the weeding 
out of poor research. There is something in such criticism, well known within the ARPA 
community as well, but it fails to discern the cooperation, over resources and tools, behind 
the competition, between not only academic researchers but companies as well. 
It now seems that the Commission’s Fifth Framework research program, about to begin, 
will give a stronger and more prominent role to NLP evaluations, and at just the moment 
when ARPA’s love of it is weakening a little. Much of difference between the attitudes 
of the two continental systems towards evaluation can be explained in terms of the EC’s 
commitment to industry-directed research, versus the US model of the Department of 
Defense (DOD) as the main consumer of paid NLP contract work, even though, of course, 
the US also has far more industry-based NLP as well. Inevitably, an industry-directed 
program cannot make evaluation central since it is, in principle, the market that decides 
all evaluation issues, and how could industrial users agree on a common domain, tools, 
resources etc. with which the general evaluation would run? Only a single consumer like 
DOD. one for whom immediate application is not crucial, could do that. Given the absolute 
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centrality of the evaluation paradigm in the NLP of the last decade, it is surprising how little 
of the general literature has been devoted to it. 
Sparck Jones and Galliers’ book (SJG from now on) is almost certainly the first and only 
book to try to bring together NLP evaluation schemes, methods and issues as a whole, as 
opposed to evaluations within one NLP area, or system type, such as MT, where there is 
already a classic text by Lehrberger and Bourbeau [ I] which is mentioned in the SJG text 
but, curiously, not discussed or listed in the references. SJG have done something important 
because so much of the NLP evaluation literature is not to be found in classic texts at all, 
but in scattered papers, and US Department of Defense collections. For bringing all this 
together and digesting it, SJG deserve considerable gratitude from the NLP community. 
The real problem for them is to show that there is anything general to be said 
about evaluation as such in NLP, above and beyond recording the efforts in the 
individual subfields. I sympathize with this felt need for an Anfangspunkt, a defensible 
methodological starting place, but I am not sure it is available. SJG begin with pages of 
definitions of terms but, in a field where there is little dispute over terminology, this can 
end in definitions only a little different from those commonly accepted, which makes the 
whole exercise irritating and ends in passages like: 
“Moreover, even for the relatively limited, free-standing of generic systems, it is 
necessary to define, in a manner the evaluation can use, what the task orientation (if 
any) of the generic system is; what the scope of the NLP subsystem in any overall 
system is meant to be: what assumptions are being made about what the rest of the 
system will be doing, i.e., what the real as opposed to the nominal distribution of 
effort is in relation, especially, to the determination and manipulation of meaning; 
and also what assumptions are being made about the feasibility of instantiating the 
generic system for any application.” (p. 55) 
I understand what it is they are trying to say but feel that it is not worth the self-torture 
involved in writing a sentence (!) like this to say it; the point is obvious, and is being 
dressed up in methodology talk without any concrete advance. I think the book really 
starts on (p. 70) where SJG get down to the details of actual evaluations and things pick 
up a lot. There is substantial discussion of evaluation in different NLP areas such as 
MT, message understanding (alias Information Extraction), Database Queries, and Speech 
Understanding (i.e., within whole dialogue understanding tasks like ATIS and not simply 
as speech transcription). There is also considerable discussion of TREC, the information 
retrieval-cum-text retrieval series of evaluations, and descriptions of classic evaluation 
workshops and historical events (back to the evaluation of DeJong’s early FRUMP system 
in 1979 at Yale). 
There is little discussion of the various “intermediate” evaluations of NLP modules that 
have become fashionable, such as Parseval for syntactic parsing, the Morpholympics for 
morphology and, most recently, since SJG wrote, there has been Senseval for wordsense 
tagging. There is certainly no mention of the now well-established Loebner competition 
to assess computer conversation, even though it now has a complex and sophisticated 
methodology for comparing human with computer conversationalists. I am personally in 
two minds about this emphasis, having argued many times that intermediate tasks (those 
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that only experts in a theory can assess) are somewhat dubious, compared to real or final 
tasks like MT and message understanding that any user can assess. 
It may be SJG share that view, and the book does put strong emphasis on what they call 
the “setup” (an unfortunately ambiguous choice for a key term, perhaps) that combines 
an NLP system and its setting or user-determined environment and application. But then, 
again, I tend to doubt they are wholehearted about the centrality of setups, because they 
also give a great deal of space and discussion to the ideas of those on the theory-expert 
side, e.g., those in the EAGLES evaluation group in Europe who are argue strongly for 
“glass box” evaluations (where you can see how your own theoretical structures are doing 
in a system evaluation) as opposed to those who prefer black boxes (where only the final 
output counts, no matter how it was obtained. which is very close to what I take a setup 
to be). 1 will return to this in a moment: it is an issue which 1 consider to be close to an 
“anti-evaluation” theme found in some researchers, and I will discuss how SJG deal with 
it. 
The great advantage of the book is the amount of detail given of US Government-related 
evaluation efforts and, to a lesser extent, those in the EU. What is less strong in the book 
is detailed discussion of issues: whether, for example, evaluation-led NLP is the best way 
forward? There are many in the lJS and EU who think it has now begun to stifle original 
breakouts, or any ideas that differ from those of the leading ARPA R&D groups. 
Vexed issues like test-suites in MT evaluation are not really discussed in SJG, only 
described: this is the notion, much favored by the EAGLES group in the EU, that evaluation 
should not be done using real corpora but rather sets of sentences (the test suites) written 
and chosen to display particular syntactic structures. This is a position very close to that 
favoring glass-box evaluations: it is again theory-driven and derives, I believe, from the 
EUROTRA disaster. the largest MT experiment ever, costing $75 million in the 1980s. 
and one with no discernible results. Among its bad effects, in my view, has been an anti- 
evaluation culture that prizes theoretical advance about MT itself and seeks evaluation 
methods that detect conformity to theory (through glass, as it were) and not real results. 
Test suites continue this tradition directly. and it is rarely if ever asked whether test suite 
sentence types occur with any serious frequency is actual texts. 
Another example of issues not being central to this book would be when SJG discuss an 
experiment by the present reviewer long ago to evaluate the MT system SYSTRAN: there is 
a generous discussion (pp. 79-80) in which they mention the methodological assumption, 
made there and elsewhere, that since fidelity of translation (i.e., accuracy) correlates highly 
with intelligibility (i.e.. the output prose quality), then one can use the latter to measure 
the former and MT could be assessed by monolinguals, people knowing only the output 
language and not the language the translation came from. But this, if true, is a bizarre fact 
and leads to an interesting methodology of MT evaluation, quite different from anything 
else. But it is only mentioned in passing and no analysis or discussion is given. In the later 
ARPA MT evaluations (p. 8 1) there is again only mention and no analysis of the vexed 
and contentious issue of whether you can in fact assess MT systems and machine-aided 
human translation systems in the same competition as ARPA did, after agonizing about it 
for months. 
Readers will find much valuable information here, even without much in the way of 
argument: there are content descriptions of key evaluation conferences and workshops, a 
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section on NLP architectures, much on corpora and repositories for them world-wide, and 
so on. The book is called an Analysis and a Review and I think it is, on the whole, very 
comprehensive on the latter and a little light on the former. 
One analytic device in the book I would take issue with. Karen Sparck Jones has had a 
separate and distinguished career in Information Retrieval (Ia), an area whose relevance to 
NLP is disputed but which has undoubtedly had firm evaluation methodologies for many 
years. SJG, and this must surely be SJ, present an early subchapter “The Information 
Retrieval Experience” (2.2, pp. 20ff.) which contains useful material but has the effect 
of slanting the book towards a comparison with, and influence from, IR in NLP evaluation. 
There is something to be said for this, since IR evaluation is well established and its key 
measures, particularly precision and recall, also have application in areas of NLP, like 
IE, that attempt by linguistic methods to extract the relevant from the irrelevant while 
delivering as a little of the latter as possible. 
However, I see two drawbacks to this device: first, although much of the recent impetus 
in NLP towards evaluation has come from speech research in the US, there is an older 
tradition of evaluation, namely that of MT, as I noted at the beginning of this review. That 
methodology is as established and well founded as that of IR but, as I again noted at 
various points, suffers a lack of focus and discussion in this book which may be due to the 
prominence given to the relationship of NLP to IR. The modern link of NLP to IR is, in 
my view, not through evaluation at all, but through seeing IR and IE as a pair of close and 
intertwined information access techniques. 
The second issue is more detailed but important. Anyone reading current NLP papers 
with their obligatory self-evaluation will often see uses of precision and recall measures in 
places I find completely unhelpful. One use is as a measure of the performance of machine 
learning algorithms, used in an NLP application, such as automatic word-sense tagging. 
The problem with this usage is that, from those two parameters, one cannot calculate the 
only one that really matters, namely the proportion of text words, or content words, or 
multi-sensed words, CORRECTLY tagged. This is the normal measure, derived from the 
MT tradition of the proportion of text sentences correctly translated. 
Wider use of these measures in NLP areas other than IE has led to a situation where it 
is increasingly hard to understand the meaning of results. To take a case at random, some 
researchers in, say, word-sense tagging will quote results as: 
precision = correctly sense tagged words/words attempted 
to be tagged 
and recall = correctly tagged words/all ambiguous words 
present in the text 
often normalized to a percentage in each case. This is, in my view, a pernicious influence of 
IR on NLP methodology, since precision and recall have no application within a task like 
this that has no analogue to the prior division of an IR space into the relevant and irrelevant. 
1E has this property, but virtually no other NLP task does: in the case of word-sense tagging 
there is no space of irrelevant but ambiguous words retrieved in error. For most purposes, 
recall, as defined above, measures correctness, and those that are not recalled are not the 
relevant-but-missed (as in IR) but simply those that are retrievable but not solved. Anyone 
puzzled here should try to draw the standard Euler diagrams used to illustrate the basic 
IR use of the terms and see that they cannot be reinterpreted for the NLP case (outside 
the special case of IE). The real motive behind this odd use is, I think, to justify selecting 
small samples from texts, such as words be sense resolved and, for those among us who 
think one should do all the words or none, this is a bad argument supported by misleading 
measures. No one, for example, uses precision and recall for part-of-speech tagging where 
there is no question of just sampling the words. 
One minor historical curiosity of the book and its origin is that it is said to have 
originated from an effort to evaluate the large linguistically-based CLEKLARE systems 
in Cambridge. But no details of the evaluation of that system are given in the book. 
Again, much space is given to the methodological speculations of those who worked on 
the EUROTRA MT project, but none of the many evaluations of that vast project are 
mentioned! 
A final note: I rarely make much use of a book’s index and hate publishers’ insistence 
on them, but this is an unusual case of a book that needs a good index and has a poor one, 
with no person names or the names of systems in it, so one cannot look up, for example, 
FRUMP or DeJong. But the book has, as publishers love to claim, no real rival so, given 
the ubiquity of evaluation issues in current NLP, every researcher should buy it. 
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